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The purpose of higher vocational (HV) colleges is to serve regional economic development. Regional economy and HV education are mutually reinforcing and complementary. Based on the consideration of regional economic needs, this paper first divides the indexes of applied talents training effect in higher vocational colleges into four categories, namely, teaching level, employment results, employment ability, and satisfaction and establishes the index system. Then, we introduce the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to calculate the weight and take A college as an example to evaluate and analyze the training effect of applied talents. Finally, according to the existing problems of HV education in serving regional economic development, we put forward the development suggestions of applied talents training mode in HV colleges, so as to provide some reference for HV colleges to improve their education level.

1. Introduction

Regional economy refers to the national economic value generated by the administrative region. The economic value of the region in the process of development will be affected by political factors and geographical environmental factors so that its economic value presents certain differences [1]. We can analyze regional economy from both macro and microperspectives. From the macroperspective, the regional economy can be seen as a microcosm of the economic development of the whole country, which has certain comprehensive and regional characteristics [2]. From the microperspective, the important factor affecting the national economic development is the supply of social talents [3]. Therefore, through the combination of professional talents and regional industrial development trends, the original economic system can be optimized and improved to the maximum extent, so as to ensure the sustainable use of talents is based on the premise of stable economic development. The purpose of HV education is to serve the development of the regional economic [4]. HV education trains talents for regional economic and social development. At the same time, regional social and economic development is the source of life for HV colleges. So the relationship between regional economy and HV education is mutually reinforcing and complementary. Therefore, HV institutions undertaking talent training should deeply analyze the internal relationship between talent supply and regional economic development and then combine educational technology and teaching theory to cultivate talents in all aspects [5].

However, there are many problems in serving regional economic development in HV colleges. For example, the service consciousness of HV colleges to regional enterprises is not strong, the talent training structure and the demand of regional economic development are not enough, the talent structure is single, the professional setting and the position of enterprises are deviated, and the professional quality and skill quality of talents can not meet the development needs of regional enterprises [6–9]. The causes of these problems are mainly manifested in the following aspects. First, HV colleges are not clear about their professional orientation. Because many schools do not have their own school-running characteristics and professional characteristics, or positioning did not follow the established goal of development, so as to find a meeting point in the process of regional economic development [10]. Second, the lack of hardware in
some HV colleges leads to a serious imbalance of professional structure, which is difficult to ensure the quality of education and teaching [11]. Third, the professional settings targeted are not strong. Many HV colleges have not fully taken into account the need to adapt to regional economic development in terms of specialty setting and have not really established a relationship with local industries to set up specialties [12]. Fourth, teachers cannot meet the needs of HV education. The characteristics of HV education determine that teachers must not only master professional theoretical knowledge but also have skilled practical operation ability and technical application ability. However, there is a large gap in the number of teachers with these abilities, which restricts the improvement of professional teaching level in HV colleges [13]. Fifth, the construction of training practice bases is relatively backward. The training base should reflect the real occupational environment of enterprises, but some majors in HV colleges do not construct the corresponding practice training base, or multiple majors jointly use a practice training place, which leads to students cannot adapt to the actual job needs of enterprises immediately after employment [14]. In summary, HV education and regional economic development must coordinate with each other and constantly optimize the talent training mode and school-running thought. HV colleges should find a platform suitable for economic development in the future development [15]. It can not only meet the needs of regional economic development but also realize its own development and improvement, thus truly realizing the long-term development of HV education and regional economy [16].

The two major implementation subjects involved in the talent training of HV education and the talent demand of regional economic development are HV colleges, local enterprises, and governments. However, how the final implementation effect needs the final beneficiary groups to evaluate, namely, students and society. Only when they are recognized by students and society, can their docking policy be successful [17]. At present, the relationship between talent training in HV education and regional economic development has been promoted by universities and government enterprises from theoretical research to practical application. The docking effect of the two needs to be studied theoretically [18]. Therefore, it is necessary to use reasonable judgment standards and appropriate evaluation methods to evaluate the talent training of HV education and the demand of regional economic development talents. Based on this, this paper constructs the effect index system of applied talents training in HV colleges and puts forward a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method for evaluating the effect of applied talents training by using AHP. It can provide certain standards for HV colleges to cultivate applied talents adapting to the regional economy and also provide a certain reference for HV colleges to understand their own educational level.

2. Related Work

At present, some scholars have studied the relationship between regional economy and HV. They believe that studying how colleges and universities serve the local economy is conducive to improving the teaching ability of colleges, so as to better meet the needs of social talents. There are some scholars specifically for talent evaluation, such as talent ability and development potential [19–21]. In order to predict the future development potential of talents in cities, Cao and Li [22] designed the index system from six aspects: quantity, quality, innovation ability, mobility, external environment, and age and evaluated the sustainable development potential of talents by expert consultation method and AHP. Wang et al. [23] focused on the scientific and technological talents in rural areas and established the evaluation index system of scientific and technological talents with rural characteristics. After calculating the index weight by entropy weight method, this paper proposed an advanced evaluation method, namely, the extended TODIM method based on mixed index values. This method can avoid personal preferences of experts leading to inaccurate evaluation results, so that rural areas can better understand their level of scientific and technological talents. Zhu et al. [24] focused on the research perspective of accounting applied talents. In order to evaluate their competency, the competency evaluation index system of accounting applied talents was constructed. Then, the article used the questionnaire survey method to collect, and statistical data and introduced the factor analysis method to evaluate the competency of accounting applied talents. Similarly, Zhang [25] also used mathematical methods to evaluate the comprehensive ability of accounting talents. The difference is that the author used the group fuzzy AHP and cloud model to evaluate can effectively avoid the subjective judgment of experts leading to inaccurate results, which is conducive to the objective and fair evaluation of the comprehensive ability of accounting talents.

3. Evaluation Index System of Applied Talents Training Effect in HV Colleges

3.1. Basic Principles of Index System Construction. At present, there are many evaluations on the quality of talents in HV colleges. But affected by many factors such as limited understanding and practical conditions, many colleges have more or less problems in the evaluation of the quality of personnel training, which makes the results of the evaluation of the quality of personnel training difficult to be convincing. Because the evaluation of the training effect of applied talents in HV colleges needs to consider many factors, rather than simply from a certain aspect, so there is no unified evaluation standard. Therefore, in order to construct a convincing evaluation index system for the training effect of applied talents in HV colleges, based on the previous research on the evaluation of HV talents and combined with the current situation of talent training in HV colleges, this paper finally summarizes four influencing factors, including the teaching level of the school, the employment results, and employability of graduates and the satisfaction of the community. The index system follows some basic principles, including comprehensiveness, hierarchy, and operability, so
it has the characteristics of wide coverage and strong applicability.

3.1.1. Comprehensiveness. Comprehensiveness is the basic principle for selecting and evaluating the training effect index of applied talents in HV colleges. Therefore, we should comprehensively summarize the development status of talent education in HV colleges, so as to ensure that the selected indicators are sufficiently comprehensive and can truly reflect the actual situation.

3.1.2. Hierarchy. We select the evaluation index of applied talents training effect in HV colleges according to a certain level, so that it has a certain logic. For example, we select indicators from the level of teaching and employment in HV colleges and consider many factors in employment, including individuals, enterprises, and society.

3.1.3. Operability. When selecting the evaluation index of applied talents training effect in HV colleges, it is necessary to ensure that each index factor is easy to judge and measure. Since experts want to judge the importance of each indicator, in order to avoid the unclear interpretation of the meaning of the indicator resulting in differences in understanding and inaccurate evaluation, we will listen to the suggestions of professionals to modify the indicator to ensure that the evaluation results obtained by expert scoring are more referential when summarizing the meaning of the indicator with concise words.

3.2. Construction of Evaluation Index System of Applied Talents Training Effect in HV Colleges. When constructing the talent evaluation system of HV education, we consider the regional economic characteristics of HV education and pay attention to the regional connotation and embodiment in the evaluation, so that the evaluation of applied talents in HV education has a foothold. This paper refers to the relevant documents and the research results of relevant scholars, the opinions of professionals are widely sought, and finally, the evaluation index system of applied talents training in HV colleges is designed. The index system has 4 first-level indicators and 16 second-level indicators, as shown in Figure 1.

Among them, the specific explanation of employment ability indicators is as follows.

The development potential factor refers to the diversified communication ability of graduates and the overall resource utilization and scheduling ability. On the one hand, graduates should have certain leadership ability, including potential decision-making ability, change management ability, coordination ability, and project management ability. On the other hand, the development potential of graduates should also include the ability to perform tasks and work effectively with others.

Personal characteristics refer to the ability and quality of graduates themselves. On the one hand, graduates need to be proficient in basic professional knowledge and industry frontier information, and master efficient professional learning methods. On the other hand, graduates also need to have innovative consciousness and critical thinking, as well as the ability to assume social responsibility.

Personal performance factors are simply divided into self marketing ability, self management ability, and self cognitive ability. Whether graduates can objectively evaluate their competitive advantage and ability in the labor force and accurately evaluate their personality and characteristics more suitable for what kind of work is very important.

External factors mainly include industry employment environment and enterprise working environment. These external factors will affect the employment results and work efficiency of graduates, so it is necessary to pay attention to the influence of external factors when evaluating the effect of applied talents training in HV colleges.

4. Evaluation of Applied Talents Training Effect in HV Colleges

4.1. Method Selection. After constructing the evaluation index system of applied talents training effect in HV colleges, we need to determine the weight. In order to ensure that the calculation results of index weight are objective, fair, and reasonable, this paper uses AHP proposed by American operational researchers. Compared with other weight calculation methods, AHP can unify qualitative and quantitative indicators in a model [26]. Its basic principle is to decompose the decision objectives according to the hierarchy after determining the decision objectives, and then the experts give the judgment matrix of the indicators and finally calculate the index weight according to the formula [27]. Because the index system of this paper has both qualitative and quantitative indicators, and the index system has a certain level, so it is suitable to use AHP to calculate the index weight.

4.2. Determination of Evaluation Index Weight of Applied Talents Training Effect in HV Colleges. In this paper, we use AHP to determine the weight for the training effect of applied talents in HV colleges.

4.2.1. Build Hierarchical Structure Model. We can construct a hierarchical structure model according to the index system of applied talents training effect in HV colleges, as shown in Figure 2.

4.2.2. Construct Judgment Matrix. This paper invited five experts to carry out the research work of applied talents training effect evaluation in HV colleges. Our invited experts include experts in the education industry, scholars in the economic field, and teachers in HV colleges. The expert group constructs a criterion layer judgment matrix and four index layer judgment matrices with their own theory and practical experience. In particular, experts compare the relative importance of the two indicators according to the 1~5 scale methods, so as to construct the judgment matrix. And the scoring criteria of 1~5 scale methods are shown in Figure 3.
Effect of training applied talents in higher vocational colleges

Figure 1: Evaluation index system of applied talents training effect in HV colleges.

Figure 2: Hierarchical structure model.
A = \begin{bmatrix}
   a_{11} & a_{12} & \cdots & a_{1n} \\
   a_{21} & a_{22} & \cdots & a_{2n} \\
   \vdots & \vdots & & \vdots \\
   a_{n1} & a_{n2} & \cdots & a_{nn} 
\end{bmatrix},

(1)

where A is the judgment matrix. $a_i$ and $a_j$ represent the elements in the hierarchy. $a_{ij}$ represents the relative importance of the right.

4.2.3. Index Weight Calculation and Consistency Test. After discussing the establishment of multiple judgment matrices in the criterion layer and the indicator layer by the expert group, we also need to test whether the judgment matrix is reasonable so that the calculation results of the indicator weight are reasonable. We test the consistency of the judgment matrix according to formulas (2) and (3). Among them, RI is the average random consistency index, which is obtained by looking up the table and the corresponding value is shown in Figure 4. Specifically, the consistency test is to analyze the calculation results of CR. If $CR < 0.1$, it means that the index weight calculated by the judgment matrix is reasonable and practical. If $CR > 0.1$, it means the experts must recorrect the judgment matrix until the consistency test is passed.

\[ CI = \frac{\lambda_{\max} - n}{n - 1} \]

(2)
\[ CR = \frac{CI}{RI} \]

(3)

Here, CI is the consistency index, CR is the consistency proportion index, and RI is the average random consistency index.

Based on the actual effect of HV colleges on the cultivation and education of applied talents, this paper calculates and tests the judgment matrix for many times to obtain the weight values of the criterion layer and the index layer, as well as their corresponding consistency test results. The specific values are shown in Figure 5 It can be seen from these Figure 6 tables that all the Figure 7 judgment matrices pass the consistency test, indicating that the weight value of the evaluation index for the Figure 8 training effect of applied Figure 9 talents in HV colleges calculated by us is of practical significance and can be applied to the subsequent comprehensive evaluation.
of the weights of colleges’ teaching level and graduates’ employment ability is only 25.2%. It shows that when evaluating the effect of applied talents training, graduates’ employment results and satisfaction are more important, and school teaching level and graduates’ employment ability are not key factors compared with the other two indicators. We rank the final weights of the secondary indexes in the order from low to high and get their total ranking weights, as shown in Figure 10. As can be seen from the figure, in the secondary indicators of applied talents training effect, the highest weight is the overall employment rate of schools, as high as 17.6%, followed by graduates’ satisfaction with employment results and salary levels, respectively, 16.6% and 11.5%. However, the influence of some factors is relatively weak, such as the proportion of practical courses and theoretical courses and the personal performance of applied talents. Their weight is 0.013, especially the external factors in the employment ability index. Its weight is only 0.007. It shows that HV colleges pay more attention to the employment rate and satisfaction of graduates in the process of cultivating applied talents, and graduates pay more attention to the salary level of future work in the learning process of HV colleges.

According to formula (4), we calculate the comprehensive score of the evaluation of the training effect of applied talents in A college, and the result is 78.17. We compare the calculation results with the standard value of Table 1 applied talents training effect evaluation and find that 78.17 points are in the general level of expert score. The score results show that the training effect of applied talents in A college is at a medium level, and it has achieved good results in training and educating some applied talents, and graduates pay more attention to the salary level of future work in the learning process of HV colleges.

To sum up, the comprehensive evaluation process of applied talents training effect in A college is shown in Figure 11.

### 4.5. Suggestions on Training Mode of Applied Talents in HV Colleges

#### 4.5.1. Set Goals for Talent Training on the Basis of the Development Trend of Regional Economy

In the process of cultivating applied talents, HV colleges mainly set training objectives to achieve the education and training system based on human resources, educational resources, and social resources. This can further improve the standardization of personnel training, so as to ensure the sustainable demand for human resources in the process of regional development. At the same time, considering the correlation between the regional economy and the higher education system, local colleges should use talents to serve the society and ensure the maximum utilization of resources and talents in the process of cultivating talents. Therefore, when formulating talent training objectives, HV colleges should be based on the overall direction of the professional system, and tap various resources needed for talent training according to the service
attributes of the regional economy. In addition, HV colleges should combine school education with social education, such as cultivating talents through school-enterprise co-operation. Of course, in this process, colleges and society should pay attention to the proportional relationship between matching degree and talent output degree in a specific period of time. This ability can effectively guarantee that the market environment can construct the corresponding training institution development system according to regional development planning in the process of change.

4.5.2. Formulate Specialized Curriculum System under the Guidance of Regional Economic Structure Optimization. HV education and regional economy are connected by specialty, so HV colleges should combine their own conditions and market demand in specialty setting. In terms of the form of higher education work, HV colleges should combine their own actual school conditions and cultivate students according to the needs of different majors in the market, including share profits, industry needs, skills needs, development needs, so as to realize the effective docking between majors and industries. Specifically, colleges should give priority to the following points in the construction of a talent training curriculum system. The first is the curriculum production system. The curriculum plays an important role in personnel training, which is the basic guarantee for...
5. Conclusions

Training talents for the regional economy is an important task of HV education. We use the professional comprehensive evaluation method to quantitatively evaluate the docking effect of talent training in HV education and regional economic development talent demand, which can objectively evaluate the current situation of the docking effect of applied talents training in HV education and regional economic development, and also provide a reference for the better coordinated development of the two in the future. Based on this, this paper establishes different levels of evaluation indexes for the training effect of applied talents in HV colleges. Taking into account the factors such as the teaching level of the school, the employment results and employability of graduates, and the satisfaction of the community, AHP is adopted to evaluate the overall effect of applied talents training in HV colleges. And, we provide some reference for HV colleges to understand their own level in all aspects of cultivating applied talents. This is conducive to the combination of training applied talents and regional economic development needs. The research conclusions of this paper are as follows.

First, we construct an evaluation index system of applied talents training effect in HV colleges composed of 16 influencing factors.

Second, we build a comprehensive evaluation model of applied talents training effect in A college, and the weighted score is 78.17 points, indicating that the overall effect of applied talents training in A college is at a medium level.

Third, on the basis of considering the regional economic needs, we put forward the optimization and promotion strategy of applied talents training mode in HV colleges in the future, including setting goals for talent training, formulating a specialized curriculum system and constructing a guarantee system of talent training.

However, because the theoretical knowledge and practical experience of this paper are not perfect, it is necessary to construct an evaluation index system for the training effect of applied talents in HV colleges from more aspects in the future, and adopt a more advanced weight calculation method and comprehensive evaluation method to determine the comprehensive score of the evaluation object, so as to find problems in the practical application more scientifically.
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